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FIRST modification INSTALL ADDITIONAL VENTILATED 
SHELVING. Install in PS living-room cabinet and the PS hanging closet.
The ventilated shelving was purchased from our local Lowe’s, we found the 
six foot long 12 inch shelving was a exact fit in the over PS sofa cabinet. 
Our cabinet has six doors which make access easy for installing the new 
shelf. Two hardwood shelf supports were installed, one on each end. The 
shelf when installed would split the height of the seventeen (17) inch tall 
cabinet making the new top shelf about eight (8) inches while the bottom 
portion would also have about eight (8) inches. The shelving was installed 
with the shelf lip up to prevent items on the top shelf from sliding off. We 
found the best way to install the shelf was to remove the cabinet door nearest 
the kitchen. Once it was removed the shelf can be slid into position and laid 
down on the new shelf supports. To keep the shelf tight against the cabinet 
back wall and prevent the shelf sliding away from the back wall we installed 
two two-hole cabinet clips with screws, one close to each end. That also 
allows the front edge of the new shelving to be lifted making it easier to add 
or remove objects from the lower shelf.
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The second shelving addition was to the bedroom closet. Tiffin installed the 
electrical circuit breaker panel on the floor on the passenger side of the 
hanging closet. Since about 16 inches of the hanging length had been 
compromised we decided to install two 16 inch deep shelves in that corner 
over the electrical panel. Four hardwood shelf supports were cut and 
installed in order to support the new shelves. Take care to insure the forward 
wall depth will support the screw length you are using before installing the 
screws for the left end shelf support, or the screws may protrude through the 
wall into the bathroom.

  

After installation the lower shelf is mounted six (6) inches above the wooden 
top of the electrical panel. The distance between shelves is thirteen (13) 
inches and the top shelf is about fourteen (14) inches below the closet’s top 
wooden shelf.
All shelving after they were cut had rubber caps installed to prevent damage 
to the adjacent wallpaper. Again these shelves were secured to the wall 
behind the shelf to prevent the shelf from sliding away from the wall and 
also allow the front of the new shelf to be lifted making storing or removal 
of stored items easier.


